Material, sensor pipe: AISI 304
Material, connection box: Thermoplastic polyester
Protection grade: IP55
Weight (MB286S150U): 280 g

ORDERING EXAMPLE:
MB286S250U

Mechanical design
Single element (letter no. 1)
Length of temp. sensor (L), in mm
Element type Pt100 (letter no. 2)

LETTER NO. 1 EXPLANATION
D Double element
F 4-wire connection
N 4-wire connection B/3
S Single element, 2-wire
T 3-wire connection

LETTER NO. 2 ELEMENT TYPE RANGE
M Pt1000 ohm/0°C -50-600°C
U Pt100 ohm/0°C -50-600°C

Temperatur sensor type MB662----

DIMENSIONAL SKETCH